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r'Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

BOT tO discuss
networking the
residence halls

MATT ADRIAN/ staff photoagrapher
An Eastern groundskeeper providing a tour of Eastern's plant life to area groups
lhroughout the summer sessions.

The Board of Trustees will meet
Monday to discuss putting residence halls
onto Eastem's computer network.
The BOT will meet today at 8:30
a.m., in the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
According to a press release, the BOT
could approve a $20l,120 contract to
Elert and Associates, a computer network
design firm, to make plans for voice, data
and voice/cable television network
capabilities in individual students' rooms.
Currently, the only buildings
connected to Eastem's computer network
are administrative and academic
buildings.
"More than one-half of the universities
in the United States have installed or
have plans to install networking to
residence hall rooms. It's critical that
Eastern make its residence halls more
competitive in the housing marketplace,"
Joms said in a press release. "A high
quality video and data networking service
will be an attractive feature that should
make university· housing a very appealing
option for Eastern students."
According to a press release, the
construction project will cost an
estimated $7 .5 million. The first stage of
the project would begin in the summer of
1999. An initial $500,000 was created
from the campus improvement bond
referendum approved by the student body
in 1997. The $500,000 would go rowards
networking a residence hall.
The BOT also will consider for
approval the tentative agreement with

the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees Local 981
building service/food service workers.
The tentative agreement was approved by
the union membership on Tuesday. The
contract would provide a 3 percent wage
increase retroactive to Sept. 14,1997, and
an additional 3 percent effective Sept. 14,
1998. According to a press release, the
contract also contains language
pertaining to subcontracting, moving
furniture, the use of student workers, job
bidding and lunch breaks.
The BOT will consider Eastero's
Fiscal Year 2000 budget request to the
Illinois Board of Higher Education. The
board will review two separate requests.
The first is an appropriated funds
budget request of $74 million, an 8.55
increase from last year. The increase
would cover a 3.5 percent increase for
salary and social security payments, a 5
percent increase for utilities and l 0
percent increase in library acquisitions.
The second request asks for $16.9
million capital funds budget request.
According to a press release, the $16.9
million includes $2 million for
renovation/expansion of Eastern's Fine
Arts Center, $4.5 million for movable
equipment for Booth Library, $1.5
million each for the renovation/expansion
of the Life Science complex and Physical
Science building. $3.1 million would be
allocate.d for an upgrade to Eastern's
electrical system and $2 miJlion for a
chilled water loop in the southern half of
Eastern.

VP position effective immediately Eastern hires firm with

By MATT ADRIAN

&litor-in-Cb.ief
Jill Nilsen has been appointed
the vice president for external
relations effective immediately.
Eastern President David Jorns
sent a letter to various campus
groups to get feedback on the
reorganizing of institutional
development. The letter was sent to
the president's council, executive
committee of the BOT, chair of the
council of chairs, faculty senate,
student affairs director and the
r;ademic deans.
"He indicated in the letter that if
anyone had concerns about naming
JiU Nilsen to the position to contact
him," Shelly Flock said.
Flock said barring any
unforeseen
problems
the
appointment
is
affective
llllillediately. As vice president of
external relations, Nilsen will be

liaison to the Board of Trustees. She
also will oversee planning and
institutional studies, media
relations, publications, special
events, alumni services and
development, and the radio and TV
center.
Flock said vice president for
external relations is not a new
position, but a combination of the
dormant vice president for
institutional advancement and the
director of public affairs position.
Flock said the combination of
the positions will allow the
university relations department
create a more cohesive vision of the
university for the public and the
internal working of Eastern. She
added that many of the departments
brought under Nilsen's office
already work together in some way.
Cohesive image of the university
is a main point of the merger of the

two positions, Flock said. Public
universities must work harder to
attract high quality students, she
said. By providing better services
and increasing fund raising, small
public universities can recruit better
students, she said. The external
relations position was fonned out of
the old vice president for
Institutional advancement post. The
post was last filled by Steve Falk in
February, 1995.
Joms dissolved the position so
Falk could concentrate on
fundraising full-time. The vice
president for
institutional
advancements duties were given to
other vice presidents. The duties as
chief financial officer for the
university foundation was given to
Morgan Olsen, vice president for
financial affairs. Athletic fundraisng
was moved to the athletic
department..

possible legal pro·blems
CHICAGO (AP) - Minutes
after approving possible l'egal
action against the architects of a
flawed building at Northern
Illinois University, the state's
construction
management
agency voted to award the same
company a $1.4 million contract
for work at Eastern Illinois
University.
"The whole board was sitting
there laughing," said Joby
Berman, a member of the state
Capital Development Board.
"We had just been told about the
problems at one place for this
firm. And then we discuss that
and when we move on to the
next agenda item, voila, here is
the same firm getting a big

contract."
As bad as the ti.ming may
look, agency officials said this
past week, there is nothing
inconsistent in their treatment of
Holabird and- Root LLP. a
Chicago architectural engineering
firm with a long history of doing
good work.
"It's like a guy who fixes
your car for 10 years and all ·of
the sudden he fixes your muffler
and the muffler doesn't work
right," said George Fleischli,
chairman of the seven-member
board. "You don't stop going
to him."
It is all part of a big mess
involving what was supposed to

See BUILDINGpage 2
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Avoiding path of past losers, Poshard drops tax talk
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. (AP) Glenn Poshard, the former teacher,
has shown he is also an apt pupil
After years of talking about paying for education through higher
income taxes and lower property
taxes, Poshard bas shelved the
idea. The Democratic nominee for
governor denies his decision is
based on anything but what is best
for Illinois school children.
Still, the new approach means
Poshard won't be following in the
steps of Dawn Clark Netsch and
Richard Ogilvie, two candidates
for governor who embraced
income-tax increases and were
thrashed at the polls.
Poshard 's switch denies
Republican opponent George
Ryan, already portraying Poshard
as a right-wmger on gun control.
an easy opening to criticize him as
a liberal on taxes. The last thing

BUILDING
be a clean room for the new $22.9
million Engineering Building at
Northern Illinois in DeKalb. The
building, designed by Holabird
and Root under a COB-approved
contract, suffered from a variety
of problems when it opened in
1996, including a leaking roof
and problems with the electrical
system. One of the main problems was with the clean room, an
environmentally sealed laboratory
that was intended to protect high1y sensitive projects from dust
and other contaminants. Trouble
with air circulation, temperature
control and outside contamination
have rendered the clean room virtu a IJ y useless, sai" ·Eddie
Williams. NIU's senior vice president for finance and facilities.
"It was not designed properly,
it was not installed properly,"
Williams said.
COB officials said they are
still sorting out which contractors
are responsible for which problems at Northern Illinois. And
COB executive director Sam
McGaw said one issue is whether
NIU officials had unrealistic
expectations for how high-tech
the clean room would be.
The general contractor on the
project, Williams Brothers
Construction Inc. of Peoria,
agreed to fix the roof problems,
said company vice president
Gene Morgan. But he said a consultant hired
by the COB agreed with his company's assessment that most of
the clean room problems are the

Poshard wants is to alienate voter..
on both ends of the political Spl.'Ctrum.
But if Poshard learned from losing candidates, voters might wonder if he-along with Ryan. who has
vowed not to raise taxes has
learned from governors James R.
Thompson and Jim Edgar. They
avoided tax talk during their campaigns. only to seek tax increases
once they were safely in the governor's office.
"I have not said that I will never
seek a tax increase for any reason,"
Poshard said last week. "Everyone
that I've ever known who made
that pledge always went back on
it."
During the Democratic primary.
Poshard said the state depends
too much on property taxes and not
enough on income taxes. He boasted of legislation he had introduced

from page one
architect's responsibility.
''If there's a problem, we want
to take care of our problems. But
we don't want to take care of an
architect's problems," said
Morgan.
COB officials denied a
Freedom of Information request
filed by The Associated Press for
the clean room consultant's
repon, citing the possibility of
administrative action in the case.
But McGaw acknowledged
there were design problems with
the clean room and said the
board's vote at a January meeting
to authorize legal action in the
case was a "wake-up call" for
Holabird and Root, which hadn't
responded to the agency's request
to discuss fixing the problems.
Holabird and Root officials did
not return repeated telephone
calls seeking comment.
While the agency was trying to
resolve the NIU problems, a
selection team at Eastern Illinois
chose Holabird and Root from
among two dozen firms interested
in designing the renovation and
expansion of Booth Library on
the Charleston campus. The company's extensive experience with
academic libraries and good
chemistry with EIU's project
managers were important factors,
said Ted Weidner, Eastern's director of facilities planning and managemenL
Weidner said he defended
Eastern's pick to the COB, pointing out the projects are completely different and citing Eastem's
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to change that, and
praised Gov. Jim Edgar's plan to
address the situation.
But Poshard now says he no
longer feels that way. He wants to
leave the state's basic tax structure
untouched and come up with new
money by closing tax "loopholes,"
spending less on pork projects and
dipping into a state treasury
pumped up by the booming economy. This would provide $400 million a year for schools and $400
million for property tax relief. he
says.
ln the long run, though. it does
little about Poshard's long-standing
complaint that Illinois asks property taxpayers-who may or may not
have the cash to pay their tax bill to shoulder too much of the cost of
government.
This new plan is much closer to
Ryan·s - and far from the tax

____.,...._.....,
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detailed selection process. And
so. minutes after the litigation
vote in January. the board
approved Eastem's choice.
Board members explained that
although the agency oversees $1
billion in taxpayer-funded construction at state prisons,
universities, mental hospitals and
parks every year, their role is
more facilitator than watchdog.
Berman said that on some projects, such as pri'>on construction.
board staff is closely involved at
every stage and more scrutiny is
required by board members. But
they give less scrutiny to university projects because the schools
do much more of their own planning for major projects and follow a quality based selection process prescribed by law for picking
professional firms such as architects.
"That's the way it's been
explained to me, that the universities pretty much select the architect and we ratify" the choice,
said board member Ray Mota.
Although only pre-qualified companies can get state contracts
through the COB, the dispute at
Northern was no reason to disqualify Holabird and Root. COB
officials said. McGaw said that in
the past week he has met with
Holabird and Root officials, and
another meeting is scheduled to
discuss the NIU problems.
'They are at the table with us
and that's the key issue," McGaw
said.

swap that Dawn Clark Netsch rode
to defeat in the 1994 gubernatorial
race.
Like Poshard, Netsch won the
Democratic primary by calling for
higher income taxes and lower
property taXes. But Edgar used that
position to paint her as a tax.-andspend liberal in a summer advertising blitz that doomed Netsch's
campaign.
So, was Poshard aware of that
episode when he decided to stop
advocating a tax swap? "You're
aware of many things in this business," was the cryptic reply.
Poshard must be aware that after
Edgar won re-election. he turned
around and unsuccessfully advocated the kind of tax swap Netsch
had proposed. And Po!>hard must
be aware that Edgar's popularity
did not drop significantly because
of that flip-flop.

If he wanted more food for
thought. Poshard could consider
Ogilvie, the Republican governor
who ovel"!>aw creation of the state
income taX and then was bounced
out of office.
Compare that with Republican
Thompson, who won four terms
despite a habit of waiting until afte
elections to announce that h
would be pushing for a ta
increase. George Ryan was lieu·
tenant governor when Thompso
fought for those increases, an
Poshard already has begun talking;
about the "Thompson-Ryan" ta
increases. He's likely to keep talk·
ing. It would be hard to convin
most voters that Ryan is a tax
happy free-spender. But it coul
help insulate Poshard from attac
over his own record of supportin
tax.es in Congress and th
Legislature.

FBI trying to trace East
St. Louis purchases
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. (AP) Federal investigators are trying
to figure out how much of more
than $200,000 worth of purchases by the city government
wound up leaving City Hall by
the back door.
The investigation is far
broader than the $16,000 in
unpaid Sam's Club bills that
prompted the city's former purchasing agent to resign last year.
according to grand jury subpoenas issued by the U.S. attorney's
office.
City leaders have h~et1
ordered to produce canceled
checks. invoices and other
records of all purchases from
Sam's Club, Best Buy, Office
Max and Tandy Corp. since Jan.
l, 1993. Copies of the checks
obtained from the city treasurer's office under state open
records laws show the city paid
$208,250 to the businesses as of
mid-June. Investigators also
have subpoenaed the personnel
files of the department's former
workers, including Naomi
Purchase, the sister of
Councilman Michael Collins.
Naomi Purchase resigned from
her $30,000-a-year job as pur-

chasing agent when she was
confronted about the $16,000
unpaid Sam's bills in November.
In January, the Belleville NewsDemocrat reported billing
invoices showed that she had
used the city's Sam's credit card
to buy more than $15,000 worth
of groceries, clothing, baby diapers. home furnishings, appliances and electronic equipment.
including five televisions. and a
computer during a four-month
period. The other people whose
personnel records are sought in
the federal subpoena are:
,
• Ressie Holton, the former purchasing director. Her job was
eliminated in the 1998 budget
and she was laid off Jan. l.
• Wanda Mcintosh, a former
purchasing clerk who also had
access to the city's credit
accounts at Sam's and other
stores. She left her job last summer before the discrepancies
were discovered.
• Lee Coleman III, the son of
former interim city manager
Lee Coleman II. He worked in
the Purchasing Department
part-time. Two women who do
not appear to have been city
employees.

CORRECTION - In the July 13 and 15 editions of The Daily Eastem News mis
spelled Vice President for Academic Affairs Tesho1'ne Abebe's name.
The news regrets this error.
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Southern heat wave kills 43 illegal aliens
FALFlJR.RIAS, Texas (AP) - It took 15
days for Juan Maninez to make it from his
home in central Mexico and cross the border illegally into heat wave-seared south
Texas. He plodded through thorny wasteland and rocky open country, carrying only
a 2-liter water bottle that he refilled whenever he could find yard sprinklers along the

\\ay.
When his water ran out, he sought help
at a ranch out of fear he y,.ould die in the
desert Security officers called the Border
Patrol and he was arrested. Maninez was
one of the lucky ones.
,
Forty-three illegal aliens have died on
the same journey from heat exhaustion,
eh)dration and other heat-related cause:..
A I 3-year-old boy \\as found dead
S...turday. which \\as expected to raise the

heat-death toll after an autopsy is completed. Border Patrol agents have rescued others. including some found in stifli ngly hot
railroad freight cars.
"Knowing that, I still risked it," said
Maninez, who had hoped to find work fishing or on a .ranch to help suppon the four
ch ildren he left back home. 'Tm scared,
but I need to risk my life."
As he spoke Sunday, the temperature
soared through the upper 90:. in this region
of open country north of the border cities
around Brownsville and southwe\l of
Corpus Christi.
Elsewhere in the state. Dallas reached
JOO degrees by early afternoon, the city's
14th straight da) of tnple-digtt temperatures.
The illegal aliens tound dead after cross-

ing the border were in addition to 36 other
people whose deaths in Texas were blamed
on the heat. Louisiana has counted at least
22 heat deaths, and Oklahoma had six. with
one each in California, Arizona and
Missouri.
As Martinez awaited deponation at the
Falfurrias Border Patrol checkpoint 80
miles from the border, he said he would
rest for a few weeks at home and try all
over again - maybe with a bigger bottle of
water.
The area around the Falfurrias border
checkpoint is a combination of shaded pastures and \\ ild country. Pan of the historic
King Ranch is here, along wuh other
sprawhng ~preads. Brush taller than an
average person provides plenty of CO\ er for
1llcgal immigrants tr} ing to C\ ude 1hc

Border Patrol checkpoint that sits along a
highway headed north.
There are well-marke d paths used by
immigrants, evidenced by footprints in the
soft, sandy soil, discarded water jugs and
shirts and sweaters left on bushes.
But since those same paths are watched
by the Border Patrol, some illegal immigrants head out into thicker tangles of cactus and mesquite bushes.
Some are guided by signs marking oil
and gas pipelines, and at 01ght there are
lights twinkling from atop distant
microwave towers. But many get Jost.
"They don't know the terrain," said
Francisco Z. Camacho, supervisor at the
Falfurrias border patrol station. ''They walk
all nighc. Suddenly it's daylight, the sun
comes up, they get dehydrated and sick."'

Pe ntag on o discuss softening eaf Mexicans
of military adultery guidelines given new home

WASHINGTON tAP) - Top
Pentagon officmb have proposed
reshaping the military's criminal
code to soften the consequences
of adultery by service members.
The move. amid a series of mili1ar) se~ ..scanqals1 h. sparking
objeccions from some quaners.
A panel appointed by Defense
Secretary William Cohen bas proposedthacadulteryremainacrime
under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice but not one that
would be prose.cuted in every
case, a senior-level defense official said Sunday.
"This is a very contentious
issue," said the official. who
~poke on condition of anonymity.
'"It's far. far, far from being dealt
wit}l ,j~ a.,.black-and-white manner."
Confirming a repo r t that
appeared Sunday in The New

York Times, the official said the
change marked an effon to bring
military\. strict approach on 1he
subject more in line with attitudes
of contemporary America.
For example. rules would
in~truct ~ommanders in the field
to file charge~ only if an adulterous relationship has disrupted
morale or functioning in a military
unit. It would discourage commanders from pursuing cases that
had occurred long ago or with no
connection to a service member's
military unit, the official said.
Other officials, also speaking
privately, said such proposals have
raised objections from some in the
military who insist the armed
forces should not soften its stand.
The proposals also potentially
would adjust the consequences of
adulterous behavior by allowing
for bad conduct discharges instead

of the more serious dishonorable
discharge, which results in the
loss of all benefils.
Officials in Cohen's department
have been wrangling over the
matter for more than a year.
Cohen himself asked that the policy on adultery and fracernization
be reviewed after the Air Force's
controversy over its discharge of
!st Lt Kelly Flinn, the first
female B-52 pilot. for lying about
an affair she had with the husband
of an enlisced woman. As well,
adultery derailed the nomination
of Air Force Gen. Joseph Ralston
to be chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff after disclosure of an
afta1r he'd had years ago.
"There is a need for a consistent policy,.. the first 9fficjal sai9.
"They want to help commanders
in the field interpret situations and
achieve some baJance."

Second hand smoke risks disputed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
En"ironmental Protection Agency
15 ~aanding by its finding that secondhand tobacco smoke causes
cancer despite a federal judge's
decision striking down its 1993
report that made the link.
f\hhoilgh~1awyers rwerr~ S'till
reviewing the ruling handed
down by U.S. District Judge
William Osteen in North Carolina.
officials said Sunday an appeal is
all but a cenamcy.
Osteen, acting on a lawsuit
filed by the tobacco industry,
ruled the EPA based its 1993
repon on inadequate science and
failed to demonstrate a statisticaJly significant relationship between

secondhand smoke and lung cancer.
·'The decision is disturbing."
EPA Administrator Carol Browner
said Sunday. "We believe the
health threats to children and
adultsjrom breathing secondhand
smoke arc very teal...
The EPA's controversial 1993
report on environmental tobacco
smoke concluded that secondhand tobacco smoke should be
classified as a Class A carcinogen
and was responsible for more
than 3,000 Jung-cancer deaths a

year.
Al though the agency never
issued fonnaJ regulations to control secondhand smoke, the report

Do you have some free
time this summer???
Why not start working on that resume
NOW to have it ready in time for the
fall semester
«Dml-<C&mnJP>m Ilml~<e~ ~ j]®Th> IP&nlr~~
Let Career Services help make your resume

STANDOUT!!
Just call or stop by to make an appointmentl
Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

has been cited widely in decisions
by state and local officials to
restrict smoking in public places
including restaurants, airliners.
offices and - in CaJifomia - even
bars.
Some of the restrictions could
be in jeopardy should the finding
Osteen issued late Friday .stand.
The litigation had been llrrder'
way for five years
A~ked about the decision on
"Fox News Sunday," Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna
Shalala said: "No one wants to go
back to smoking on airplanes,
smoking in restaurants. No one
wants to go back to pollutmg
indoors."

tenccd for the scheme in which
the deaf illegal 1mm1grants
were held pri~oner and forced
to peddle key-chains and other
trinkets on Ne\\ York subways
and streets.
Operating in New York and
f\EW YORK (AP) - A year other cities since 1993, the
da) to the day after their plight setup was earning $1 million a
was discovered, 37 deaf year. authorities said. It ended
Mexicans who had lived as when four captives fled a
indentured slaves peddling house before dawn on July 19,
trinkets in subways were taken 1997. and notified police.
Sunday to a city-owned shelter.
Police found 57 people livAs workers loaded their pos- ing as virtual prisoners in two
sessions into a semitrailer. the houses. Smaller operations
Mexicans smiled, waved and were broken up in Chicago and
flashed peace signs from sec- Los Angeles. The defendants,
ond floor windows of the motel most of them also deaf. plead where they lived for the past ed gu i I ty to crimes ranging
11 months.
from cri minal conspiracy to
"Brooklyn!" shouted the son immigrant smuggling and
of one family, referring to their enslavement.
new home.
Ringleader Adriana Paoletti
T h e group of 37 adults, Lemus, 30, was sentenced to
along with six of their chi l- 14 years and her mother, Delia,
dren. moved to a renovated 59. to five years, and ordered
three-story house with nursing to pay $1 million and
care. security, 24-hour sign $500.000. respectively, to
language interpreters and some 50 victims.
tutors. They also will receiv6
Sunny
Mindel,
a
job training. Their new neigh- spokeswoman for the mayor's
borhood is rundown with Office of Emergency Services,
grafitti-smeared buildings. called the new living arrangesome with boarded-up win- ment "transitional housing.
dow~. B11t, the, Myxicans wjll
4!}J..il ~b~se.,peO;Ple who ~a,\le,
~a~e full-time 'security'. ' ',"'' • been so terribly Lortur~d and
··r would imagine the neigh- abused, make the transition
borhood is pretty sympathetic into life in New York City."
to what they've been through,"
Earlier this week, 17 others
resident John Koenig said. - 13 adults and four children "They will be welcome here."
chose to return to Mexico, and
Their move also came a two of the 37 who moved
monlh lo the day since the last Sunday are expected to follow
of 18 other Mexicans was sen- in a month.

One year after
slave ring busted,
city provides care
for 3 7 workers

.ffiRRY'S
PIZZA
&PUB
Large Single
Topping Pizza
and Quart of Soda

$8.25

just Kidding!

Happy 22nd 8-day
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69 cent tacos replacing all that's sacred
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Marketing means
money, but be wary
of your buyers
I

n keeping a university alive and successful,
money is the bottom line. And if money is the
pulse of the institution. its image and reputation
is the heart that keeps the pulse steady.
With name recognition and a good reputation.
the university will find it easier to recruit students; it also might find a larger pool of incoming students who are academically above average. Further, a good reputation should help maintain the loyalty of the
university's alumni,
which is the key factor in fund-raising efforts.
These are Eastern's thoughts behind its rejuvenated efforts to concentrate on marketing the university under the acting vice president for external relations.
The university seems to be on the right track
with its marketing goals. But it must keep in
mind that incoming college students are a different brand of consumer.
It's OK - to a point - to look at an incoming
college student as a consumer looking to buy a
college education. But there are some important
intangible aspects to deciding which university
they are going to attend. It's different than choosing between Wal-Mart and Walgreens when
shopping for a new toothbrush.
Of course, it's important that Eastern offers
tangible benefits to a student looking to attend
the university. In addition to various degree programs, a good school should offer basic things
like computer labs, recreation centers and a campus with attractive landscaping and architecture.
There's another side, however, to marketing a
university. Students look for a quality education
and an enjoyable four years living on campus.
which a university cannot cannot convincingly
describe on a brochure.
A university needs tangible qualities in order to
more effectively sell students on the notion that
the school will come through on the intangibles.
As Eastern moves forward with its renewed
focus on "external relations," the university
needs to temper it marketing strategies, keeping
in mind the intangible goals inherent in seeking a
college education.
A sense of both the tangible and the intangible
are necessary. It's the difference between buying
a toothbrush and investing in a college education.

EdI. tO rJ• a}

''today's quote
Buying and selling Is essentially
antisocial.
-Edward Bellamy
American author

munist is being used to line
hich of these is not like the
pockets of a large corporati
other. Which of these does
"Baseball is
not belong:
almost a sin. Actually it se
not sacred.
fitting. Marx found the fra
• The eternal struggle between
the bourgeoi.,ie and the proletariwork for communism in a cap
Apple pie is
at cla.;;ses.
1st system. Marx thought
not sacred.
industr) would grow so I
• Fidel Ca tro.
employing all the people of
• Che Gue\ arra.
Not
even
the
MAITADRIAN
world. It would gro\\ so large
• ~1ass-produced tacos.
pope is sacred the
Well if you're a student of his- Regular columnist
bourgeoisie would no lo
anymore."
lory, you probably hetted on the
be able to control the means
production. Thus the wor
taco part of the equation.
would be able to control pr
However. as soc1et) begins to
move faster and fa-.;ter. as image become the message. and Lion and create a perfect societ~.
the line between 1deolog1e<; and pop culture blurs. A prime
Instead. advertising executhes have found the me
example of this is Taco Bell's current nd campaign to capitalism in the framework of the revolution. The stru
attract the masses to its hargain-hnsement delicacies.
is no longer about equality of all mankind but the crea
Don't get me wrong I think the 69 cent taco was a turn of a better taco.
of economic brilliance and busine~s Sa\ vy. Howe, er. the
So what does this say about us? ·
lhe idea that whole philosophy can be a<;similated
new ad campaign ruffles m) fe the~ because of It ym
hohsm and content.
pop culture and prostlluted to tum a fast buck 1s sCru')
The ad campaign invohes th r !her adorabl
call mto que uon our idea of the sacred It suggests
hu hu wllh a \O llOUs appellt for ch ap Mexican c
n tlu ig i s.icred. Baseball is not sacred Apple pie 1~
me \\Ith a re\olut1onill) bend The dog ha<; hccom t
-.acred. Not even lhe pope is <;acred anymore.
leader of a lbrrd World country b off nn a re,olution Ill
Pop culture seems 10 eliminate the special feeling
hold for obJCCls and ideas. The importance of thoughts I
1,1r;1e The concept 1s simple enou h However. as l s,11 on
afternoon eatmg at the establtshment. I noticed a strange soc1ah m and cap11ahsm are forgouen Instead, pop cult
imilant) betwe n a poster of th do and Che Guevarra: a rcmo\'e the thorn of debate \\Ith lhe soft pelt of kitsch
Perhaps the be t wa) to v1e\\ the problem 1s from a
famous revolutionary dunng the Cuban re\olution. The
dog h decked out m a black beret '' ith small red tar m the tinctl) American v1ewpoinL Imagme New York harbor
nuddle set agam t a drab background. This bears a stnking a steamship motors mto vie\\ in the distance. On lhe d
resemblance to the many portraits of Che that plaster the immigrants stmin from the railing to catch a glimpse of
Cuhan countryside.
Statue of Libert). Their eyes are filled with the hopes
Che wasn't just second fiddle to Castro in the commu- dreams of new beginnings. The famous lady appears
nist re\ olution. he was the 1dealogue. He was the man of m her outreached hand is a large taco, and the poem al
principle in the revolution. In Cuba. Guevarra is bigger ba e reads: "Bring me tired, and huddle ma'>ses. I \\ill fi
than life - something like Paul Bunyan meets Karl Marx. them tacos."
So it seems a little odd to see communism as the ba.,is for - Matt Adrian is editor in chief and a weekly co/um
a Fifth Avenue ad campaign.
fo r The Daily Eastern News. H is e-mail address
If anything it's ironic. The idea that the image of a com- cumwa@pen.ei11.ed11.
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CNN must pay - not
overpay - for error
The following is an editorial published on July 8 by the Summer \!Uktte,
the studi!nl newspaper ar Illinois Stale
Universil}~

What do you get when you throw
together a veteran, and award-winning
news reporter, a respected network and
some controversial infonnatioo?
In most cases, a vital news story.
However, if you throw negative
news about the U.S. military into the
mix. you' re also likely to get a great
deal of criticism.
This is what is happening over at
CNN where Pulitzer Prize recipient Peter
Arnet reported on some information that
the American military used nerve has
against Vietnam War defectors.
Apparently, however, the network did
not have all the facts or proof that it
needed to run such a controversial report.
Two producers have already been

- - ---.

your turn
fired as a result of the incident and one
has resigned. Tuesday, CNN chainnan
Tom Johnson offered his resignation to
owner Ted Turner.
Turner denied the offer. which
undoubtedly seems to be the right
move.
In a case like this. the network made a
mistake - albeit a very hannfuI mistake.
However, it is difficult to believe that
there ~ actually no ~ to the reports
made by the experienced CNN team.
Certainly, the network should retract
its story until it can completely prove
the information. It s hould take the
appropriate measures to make sure that
its reporting is entirely accurate in the
future.
However, no more heads need to roll
over what seems to be an honest misjudgment
Anyone can make a mistake, and the
media are not immune to this. While
there is no excuse for running an inac;

----- _
...

curate report, there is no reason for
erwise talented. intelligent people
lose their jobs.
CNN may not have done the ·
thing in running the incomplete, ·
feet version of the nerve gas story,
it seems to be making up for it with
dealings with Johnson.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News ace
letters to the editor addressing I
s tate, national and internatio
issues.
They should be less than 250 w
and include the author's name,
phone number and address. Stu
must indicate their year in school
major. Faculty, adminis tration
staff should indicate their position
department. Letters whose aut
cannot be verified will not be prin
Depending on space constraints,
may have to edit your letter. so k
as concise as possible.
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'' •••America's
Top Pension Fund."

- Morningstar rating for
the CR EF Stock Account,
CREF Global Equit ies Account.
CREF Equity Index Account.
and CREF Growth Account+

- Money Magazine, January 1998

AAA
-S&P and Moody's·
rating for TtAA~
- Wrllram Ravdrn, TIAA CREF Part1c1pant

..

""l.""1 Tc take ... lot of pride in gaining hig h mark s
VV from the major rating .service~. But 1hc foc t
is, w<.· 're equally proud of' the ratings we get cv<.'r:v

operating ex pense~ that an: among th e lowest in the
ins ura nce and mutu<.d rurul inc.lul'Otr·ic~.
\Vith TIJ\i\-CREI·~you 'll gct _thc right c hoiccs -

day from our· partil.· ipants. Becau s<.' at TIAJ\-CRl~ F.

and t ht• dedication - to hdp y ou a c hi<.· vc a lifetime

ensuring 1he finan c ial futures of the c..·ducation and

of finan c ial goals. Tlw l<.'ading <.'Xp<.'rt s agrc<.'.

rcscard1 <.·ornmunity is something that goes bt•yonJ

So dol's Bill.
Find out how TIAA-CREF can help you build a

stars and numbers.

\V<.• hccamc the world's largest r<.•tircmcnt organization h,v offering pt.•oplc a wide rang<.' ol' sound
invl.·stnH.' nts, a <: ommitm<.•nt to superior servi(:e. and

Ensuring the future
for those who shape

comfortable, financially secure tomorrow.
Visit our \Vcb site at ww·w.tiaa-cref.org or call
us at

1888 219-8310.

TIAA-CREF consultants will be
on campus soon. For dates and
times, please call TIAA-CREF at
1 800 842-2005 and ask for
the appointment desk.
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Secrecy key in U.N. flight Rumors prove true,
for disputed territory talks Castro's health poor
BAUCAU, Indonesia (AP) - In
a swift, secretive trip that highlighted the tensions that reign in
East Timor, a U.N. envoy flew to
the disputed territory Sunday
aboard an Indonesian military
plant for talks with key players
in the decades-old conflict.
Despite calls to stay away
from the former Portuguese
colo ny for fear the visit could
trigger fresh violence. U.N.
mediator Jamsheed Marker met
v. ith clergy, student leaders. former separatist guerrillas and
Indonesian-appointed local officials.
'"Regardle:-.~ of the shade ol
opinion. there 1" a desire for a
peaceful settlement as early as
possible," Marker said at a ncY.s
conference after the flurry of
unannounced meetings.
Howe,·er, East Timor has been

so shaken by violence since last
month that Marker spent only a
few hours there before flying out
on the C-130 transport plane that
ferried him from the tourist
island of Bali.
Despite expectations that he
would visit East Timor's seaside
capital of Dili. he chose instead
the poor coastal town of Baucau,
where he remained ·cloistered in
an airport building as selected
East Timorese loitered oui..ide,
awaiung their tum to peak.
In the exchanges. some of
which lusted only I 0 mrnutes.
Marker heard argument-. for a
'otc on independence and an
opposing \iew that favors autonomy \\ hile mamtammg Indonesian authonty.
Indonesia imaded the territory
of 800.000 people in December
197 5 and annexed it a month

later. Tens of thousands of people
have died in fighting and of
famine and disease, and several
hundred rebels still roam the
hills, enjoying wide support
among the civilian population.
But the resignation of authoritarian President Suharto in May
and the democratic changes that
ha' c swept Indonesia under his
successor, B .J. Habibie , have
pushed along negotiations for a
solution that had stagnated for

)ears.
Marker said the foreign minister<; of Indonesia and Portugal.
wluch advocates an tndependencc vole in East T1mor. will
meet Aug. 4-5 in New York
under the nu pices of the United
Nattons. He urged the Indonesian
nulnary ns well as Ea::;t limorese
to show restraint and step up dia·
logue.

New IMF loans to help
struggling Russian economy

MIAMI (AP) - Dangerously
high blood pressure sent Fidel
Castro to the hospital last fall and
doctors had to sedate him nearly to
a comatose state to avoid a possible stroke. The Miami Hera ld
reported Sunday.
"Fidel is h) peractive and he
had to be sedated fully,'' Dr.
Eli1abeth Trujillo Izquierdo told
the newspaper. She worked at
Havana 's exclusive Center for
Medical and Surgical Research
until she defected to Co,ta Rica in
April.
•Tue\ had to make his mind a
blank. as In a come.. because 1f
they hadn't he Y.ould have kept on
ordering people around and .1sking
questions."' TruJ11lo said 'He
bosse!'.i e\cn the doctors. That's lhe
way he 1s. He L'> the boss.'
Cru tro spent more lhan a Wt.'Ck
at the ho pita! in October after an

extreme rise in blood pressure, and
had been hospitalized twice previ·
ously in the past year for other ail·
ments, Trujillo said.
News of the 7 l-year-old Cuban
leader's health is guarded like a
state '\ecret, although rumors of
'arious illnesses have circulated
o n the communist-controlled
b.land nation and abroad for years.
Trujillo said Castro was rushed
to lhe hospital Oct 22 with symptoms of hypertensive en·
cephalopathy, a traumatic rise in
blood pressure that often leads to
moke. The condition paralyze
bram functtons and can lead to
death in ..cvere cases. She said
C:t-.tro', tn:atmcnt largely con-.i~t·
cd of ··sedating him as much aS
possible. almost to a state of com
dunng the fin;t three da~ •;, to pre'em lhe formauon of a blood dot
1ha1 might affect the brain."

Deaths equal 599 after two day
w

Tidal wave
shatters Papua
New Guinea

MOSCOW (AP) - Russia's recessed last week after failing to
chief negotiator with international approve several elements of a govJenders said Sunday he expected ernment economic plan that the
lhe International Monetary Fund to IMF had set as a prerequisite to the
approve a package of $17 billion in loan.
new loans, but that a balky parliaThe government has said it
ment might threaten the bailout
would pass the rest of the plan by
Speaking on the weekly televi- decree. On Sunday, President Boris
sion program "Itogi." Anatoly Yeltsin signed a land tax measure
Chubais said he thought the doubling lhe tax on certain nonachances that the loan package gricultural property.
would be approved by the IMF
Chubais said the IMF had said
board of d~t2JQ..: __~otiatipn~_,that Russia "wil
'Jlrhoard
~ -omy.:-'be trU!lted-wbelt'"lhe° govern-Monday in Washington.
ment, lhe State Duma, the Federlf it doesn't approve the loans. ation Council and the president
Chubais said blame would fall on have similar positions on the key
the Russian parliament, which issues."

A ITAPE. Papua Ne\\ Guinea
Bodies, shattered coconut
palms and the remains of flimsy
huts floated off the shores of this
Pacific nation Sunday after a wall
of water crashed into three villages. The death toll by Sunday
was at least 599, but could rise to
more than 1,000.
There was no warning before
the 23-foot wall of water crashed
into the northwest coast of Papua
New Guinea, a nation on the
island of New Guinea north of
( AP) -

Australia. where ~ome people liw
a near-Stone Age existence amid
jungles and swamps.
The devastating wave, known
as a tsunami. shattered the region
Friday after a magnitude- 7 earthquake. The village of Arop was
demoli<.hed. said resident Lusien
Romme, whose wife \\as killed
and his home destroyed.
"There was nothing left except
for coconut trees:· Romme, who
broke two fingers and injured his
ribs and shoulder, told Australian
Associated Press by telephotteSunday from his bed at Aitape·s
Raihu Health Center.
Romme said he saw "'the sea
rising up and coming toward me"
before he was hurled into a

coconut tree and then into th
Sissano lagoon Fishennan Je
Apuan said Sunday that h
couldn't even count the numbe
of bodies floating near one of
devastated villages.
"'There were so many bodie
together l had to move the bo
slowly to pass through them,
Apuan said. ··1 was afraid. It w
the first time I had seen so man
bodies."
Scores of children were amo
the dead. Hundreds of peopl
we~M
. .,.IMi!fNl-JN<eH~Ne4~. .

urgent medical help, while oth
were believed to have fled t
higher ground in the interior.
estimated 6,000 people were le
homeless.
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S11111111er Flix

Movies/I
FREE Ice Cream &
Popcorn/I

ARMAGEDDON
BRUCE WILUS

& Breadsticks

Date: July 7 Air Conditioning.'!
Time: 10, 4
Place: Union Walkway

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515
Good Carry-Our 7 Oay11 a Week
or Delivered for jusl s1 more!

e
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Services Offered

Need extra money for summer? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or 235-1544.
7/29

AVAILABLE NOWI 2 Bedroom
1 1/2 bath furnished apartment,
central air, close to campus.
Trash paid and free laundry
facility. 101 7 Woodlawn. 3487746.
7/29

4 Bedroom Apt. 1430 1/2 9th
Street $175/person. Call 345·
6621.
7/29

2 BR Apartment fully furnished
near Old Mam. Private sundecks. Ultra nice. Some utilities included. Available Fall 98.
Call 348-0157.
7/29

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom • Furnished. No pets!
Call
345·2231.
7/29

FREEE CASH GRANTS!
College.
Scholarships.
Business. Medical Bills. Never
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-2189000 Ext. G-2262.
7/29

Motivated, dependable individuals needed to work 12-8 in a
small group home with developmentally disabled adults.
Would need to work every
Monday,
Tuesday
and
Wednesday night. Some
weekend day hours are also
available. Experience preferred, but not required.
Applications may be picked-up
after 4 pm at 415 4th Street or
call Regina at 348-1723.
7/29
The EIU Telefund Office seeks
well-spoken, motivated, &
responsible individuals for the
1998 - 1999 Telefund program.
Earn up to $7.00 per hoµr while
working flexible evening hours.
No high pressure or mandatory
sales. Applications are available at the Telemarketing
Facility located at the
International House 9th Street
Hall. Room 09. All applications
must be returned by July 23.

4 BR Home. $200/month per
person. Available In August.
Call after 5 p.m. 342-9307.
7/29
FURNISHED APTS FOR 3
PEOPLE . $2 15 AND $225
EACH.
FREE PARKI NG,
POOL,
CENTRAL AIR.
GREAT LOCATION. 345·
6000
7/29
AVAILABLE FOR FALL AND
SPRING. TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED APTS. FREE
PARKIN G. POOL, GREAT
LOCATION 345-6000.
7129
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
Multiple locations. For more
details call 345-5088. 9 am - 5
pm.
7/29

7122
Brian's Place Nightclub and
Sports Bar. D.J. wan ted.
Experience preferred. Apply in
person at 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon. 234-4151
7/20

3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125
4th Street. $225/person. Call
345-6621.
7/29
3 Bedroom Apt. 62 Madison.
$200/person. Call 345-6621.
7129

4 BEDROOM APT. Great
location, near campus. For
more details call
345-5088, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
7/29

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments.
Call 345-6533.
7/29

Spring '99. Free food, no
lease, free utilities, free laundry, furnished room. Girls only,
$400/month. 345-1284 after 6
pm.
7/29

Possible 6 bedroom home great for college rental!I Call
Strong's Real Estate at 235·
6789.
7/29

3 BR Apt. Available August 1
at the Atrium. Furnished with
access to swimming pool & hot
tub. $750/month. 345·5022.
7/29

Rooms for Rent - Women Only.
Fail/Spring Session. Large
house fully furnished. Central
A/C. Many extras. 1 Block
from union. $230/mo. Utilities
Included. Pat Novak 630-789·
3772
7/29

Charleston. 2 bedroom house.
No pets. 348-5293.
7/29

2 BR apts. for 1 or 2. 10 or 12
month leases. Rent now and
get a free 4 day/3 night vacation at no extra cost. Century
21 Wood Real Estate, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
7/29

Large 4 bedroom apartment
near Old Main . Clean.
Furnished or Not. $200.00
each. 345-6967 anytime.

7122

Very nice 2 bedroom house at
320 W. State.
Water &
Garbage included. 12 month
lease, $500. 345-4508
7129

New 2 bedroom apartment at
320 West State Street, water
garbage
included.
and
$400/month. 345-4508
7/29
Studio apartment for rent on
the square. Call 348-8055.
7/29

Timberwoods Mobile Home
Court on E Street - Nice 2
bedroom mobile home. Water
and trash included. $350 •
$375 per month. 345-4508.
7/29

Sublessors
SUB-LEASE 2 BOA APT. LIV·
ING ROOM FURNISHED.
WASHER/DRYER. ACROSS
FROM SIGMA Pl. 1 MO FREE
RENT. CENTURY 21 WOOD
REAL ESTATE, JIM WOOD.
217-345-4488.
7/29

Dorm size refrigerators.
Carlyle Rentals. 348-7746.
7/29

Roommates

2 Sublessors need for 1998-99
school year. Nice, 2 bedroom,
furnished apartment . Call
Jennife( at 345-2258.
7/22

Looking for a place to live? We
are looking for a roommate for
Brittany Ridge apartments.
Call Keith for details. (618)
234·1827.
7/29

Female student sub-lessor
needed.
1 year lease.
$220/month. Close to EIU
campus. Call 348-6694.
7/22

1 male roommate for 98-99
school year. Own bedroom.
$235/month plus utilities, close
to campus. Call 345-3148
7/29

For Sale
Entire computer system loaded
with software. Great for college students in need of cheap
word"processing and spreadsheet capabilities. Cheap,
~eap, cheap. Call 345·6759.
7/29

Female roommate wanted
ASAP or Fall. 2 bdrm apt.
Own room funrnished to suit.
$240 + utitlities. 345-1229
7/29
Female roommate needed. 2
Bedroom Furnished Apartment.
No Pets!! Call 345·2231.
7/29

Computers from $ 1000 (we
also custom build to your specifications). For information,
Call 345-8653.
7120

hurry up...

Emerson VCR: 181 channel
compatible, 4-head, remote.
Excellent cond. w/moderate
use. $120. Call 348-1480,
Leave message.

7122

there's still time to place an ad in the Daily Eastern News'
New Student Edition!

ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED TO
SELL ANYTHING!

The
Daily

Beautiful off-white couch. Very
comfortable. Must see to
appreciate. Call 345-6759.
7/29

Ea.s'tern News

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
N a m e:
Addre s s:
C ity:

D a te:

Phone:
: _ _ ,. -

Zip:

State:

I r'I '-'r'"

ONew

0 Renew

I •"""•,.:

0 Summer - $16

0 Fall - $32

0 Spring - $32

0 Full Year - $60

Amount Paid $

THE SOLD ADI
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
•15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
"The SOlD AD ii a~ io any non-eonvn..a.l 1ndivdual who wflhH k:I ..,, an 1""'19 0< "..,. (max. c( 3
itema). All ttems must be pnced and no cllange8 may be made Ad Wiii be canceled al Iha end QI the - r W
buyer 19 nol found. Sony, no refunde.

0

Cash

--

OCheck#

Make chec ks payable to:

0

MasterCardNISA

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston , IL 61920
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
N a m e:
A ddress:
C ity:

Stat e:

Z i p:

Pho n e:

Name: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ __

Happy 22nd B-Day

Address: ________ Phone:------15 words: _20 words:._ _ _ Dates to run _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

Hetter Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
348-8282

My Freclous

,-----------:i:I
I
Papa Pak

Under Classification of: - - - - 'Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _CompositOI'_ _ __

no. worostdays

Amount due:S _ __ __

I

•

One l.alge, One Topping,
Bteadstlcks, & 2 Liter of Coke

I

1sir199 !
I '=-:~~..~~.:;.":' I
L~.:----~~..:;t-~..I

Poolde Peanut
Princess
Christy Lynn

Till' Dai I\ Ea-..tcrn Ne\\·-.,
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Track and field team prepares to seize the day
By CHAO VERBAIS
Sports editor
The 1998 women's track and field
team looks to improve on their success of
last year. Head coach, and former
Olympian John Craft, said the women
should be strong in all events this year.
"We should be strong in all of our
areas. in the distances. the jumps, the
throws. and the sprints." Craft said.
Last year the Panthers placed third and
fourth respective!} in the Outdoor and
Indoor Track and Field Championships.
They will try to improve on those finishes with the leadership of their many
returning athletes.
Leading a large crew of returning letter winners on this years team will be
sophomore, Candy Phillips. Last season

Our athletes did an outstanding job of seizing the moment last year.
They competed hard and put themselves in position to take advantage
of things when the opportunity presented itself. Winning is the name of
'game,
the
'
·John Craft
Head coach of womens track
she won conference champiom.hips in the
high jump indoors, and the l 00 meter
hurdles outdoors. Her time in the hurdles,
13.97. set an Eastern school record.
"Our primary goal this year will be to
place in the top three of the OVC, both
indoor:s and outdoors, so that is what we
will be striving to do," Craft said .
To reach that goal the Panthers have
recruited a variety of sprinters to help

Drugs take center
stage in cycling
By Associated Pnlss
The expulsion of the Festina
team from the Tour de France
was a drug scandal waiting to
happen: Drugs and cycling have
gone together for 30 years.
A spon that is immensely popular in Europe and attracts big
money from sponsors and television now faces one of its biggest
embarrassments.
A substantial amount of
steroids and an artificial honnone
were found by customs officers
lO days ago in a car belonging to
the trainer of one of the top
teams. Festina's Willy Voet at the
time was beading to the start of
the Tour de France in Ireland
Voet has been held in custody
since while team director Bruno
Roussel and team doctor Erik
Ryckaert remain under investigation.
The nine riders were kicked out
of the race Saturday.
'Things are really serious and
it's normal the Tour excludes
them," defending champion Jan
Ullrich said. "Of course, I am
sorry for the riders, but it is also
bad for the race since Festina was
the best team...
Mart Gorski, team director of
the U.S. Postal team, decried the
scandal and its effect on cycling.
"It's something that has been
touching every sport and cycling
for a long time," he said. "It is
really disappointing that it touches as great a race as the Tour de
France." He insists his team was

clean.
"We have a responsibility to
the U.S. Postal Service and its
fans," be said. Dan Osipow,
operations director for U.S.
Postal, added: "It is a shame
when an event like this occurs
and most people are tallcing about
it rather than the yellow jersey. If
I were wearing the yellow jersey,
I'd be really disappointed
because I am on Page 3 while the
other things are on Page 1."
The Festina riders insist they
are innocent and blame the team
leaders for the scandal. However,
the discovery by the customs officers is significant. It is the first
time the artificial hormone stimu1ant Erythropoietin. known as

EPO, has been linked to a major
cycling race. Difficult to detect,
the honnone stimulates production of red blood cells, increasing
the blood's capacity to carry oxygen. Such an advantage, in a
spon in which endurance is critical, is tantamount to carrying a
fresh blood supply. Fonner pros
have said use of EPO is
widespread.
"You cannot deny that a quantity of other riders are doing the
same thing." said Cyrille
Guimard, a team manager.on
seven Tours between 1976 and
'84. 'The riders are victims of the
doctors and the sponsors who pay
the doctors."
Since British star Tommy
Simpson died of heat exhaustion
at the 1967 Tour de France and
amphetamines were discovered in
his blood, the stigma of drug
abuse has followed cycling like a
ball and chain.
Steroids, stimulants and
human gf(?wth honnones have all
been detectea 10 recent years.
Cyclists have been thrown out of
events, some for inventing elaborate ways of trying to submit
clean samples.
EPO can pose considerable
danger. If too much is administered into the blooc:ktream. it can
make the blood too thick and set
off heart attacks.
Critics contend that team leaders nave been encouraging
cyclists to take drugs as a way to
maintain sponsor interest and
keep their riders at the front of the
game. That might explain why
cycling has been slow in adopting
the rigorous drug testing now in
place in sports with a history of
drug abuse - track and field,
swimming and weightlifting.
Michel Gros, who replaced
Roussel on the banned team, calls
the Festina team a scapegoat
Gerald Gremion, a doctor to
Swiss teams PMU Romand and
Swiss Pon, said he thinks almost
all the Tour de France cyclists
used performance-enhancing
drugs.
"Each racer had his little suitcase with dopes and syringes.
They did their own injections,"
he :said. "I was horrified and
left the team."

them in the outdoor I 00 meter. 200
meter, 1/4 mile, and 800 meter runs: and
the 55 meter dash, 200 meter, and 400
meter events indoors. These were areas
that the Panthers did not have consistent
scoring last year.
"I think we did a good job (recruiting).
but we still have some work to do. We
did bring in some athletes that will for
sure help us in those areas," Craft said.

Crafc said the season looks to
promising and hopefully the Panthe
will be able to capitalize on any oppon
nities to win that may come their wa
The crop of senior athletes that retu
will provide the skill and leadership.
will be up to the new recruits and unde
classmen to step up their performan
and lay groundwork for the followin
year.
"I am very excited about this comi
year,'' said Craft. "Our athletes did
outstanding job of seizing the mome
last year. They competed hard and p
themselves in position to take advanta
of things when the opportunity present
itself. Winning is the name of the ga
and this year we want to continue alo
that track and be opponuntstic at eve
possible meet and event."

Season opener switched
Eastern 's season opening home
football game vs. St. Joseph's
(IN) College has been switched to
Thursday night, September 3.
Kickoff will be at 6:00 CDT.
The game was originally
scheduled for Saturday afternoon,

September 5.
"We much prefer to open on
Thursday evenings if at all possible," said Rich McDuffie, director
of athletics. "This way we can
avoid Labor Day weekend when
a lot of students are gone and

families have other plans. Plus at
this time of year it can still be
quite wann so an evening game is
preferable... for fans and players
alike. It certainly affords us an
opportunity to have a larger atten..
•
dance.

Steady O'Meara wins British Open
SOUTHPORT, England (AP) Royal Birkdale didn't have any
miracle shots left, and Mark
O'Meara didn't need any.
O'Meara withstood a gray,
grueling day of pressure and dramatics that never seemed to end,
relying on experience and steady
play to beat Brian Watts in a playoff and win the British Open on
Sunday. When he rolled in a short
par putt to win the four-hole playoff by two strokes, O'Meara
raised his arms with a defiant
look. just like be had done three
months earlier when he won the
Masters with a 20-:foot birdie pun
on the 72nd hole.
He is the first player since
Nick Faldo in 1990 to win the
Masters and the British Open.
And at 41, he is the oldest player
ever to win two majors in the
same year.
O'Meara and Wans, a 32-yearold Oklahoman who plays on the
Japanese tour, both finished at
280, the first time even par bas
won the Open since Greg
Nonnan in 1986 at Tumberry.
Tiger Woods roared from
behind with birdies on three of
the last four holes and narrowly
missed the playoff. He closed
with a 66, tied with Scotland's
Raymond Russell for the best
round of the day, to finish at 281.
Russell, Jim Furyk, Jesper
Pamevik and 17-year-old English
amateur Justin Rose were at 282.
Not even the best in his own
neighborhood at the start of the
year, O'Meara is now the champion of golf.
"Of all the championships in
the world, this in my opinion is
the most special." O'Meara said.
The playoff was the first since
John Daly beat Costantino Rocca
at St. Andrews in 1995 to begin a
four-year stretch of American
dominance across the Atlantic.

"~ust pretend you've got Tiger o~! fW ~n ~m~rge~~
nine.
'

'

And it required the last of three
unbelievable shots that left the
British gallery breathless.
Watts, who has never contended in a major championship,
saved par from a terrible lie in a
deep bunker on the 72nd hole to
force the playoff - stroke play
over the last four holes.
O'Meara's caddie, Jerry
Higginbotham, turned to him on
the way to the 15th hole to start
the playoff and said, "Just pretend
you've got Tiger out for an emergency nine."
O'Meara routinely wins practice rounds ' against Woods, who
lives in the pricey Orlando community of lsleworth along with
Ernie Els and Lee Janzen, both
two-time U.S. Open champions.
Watts wasn't up to the task. He
missed a 3-foot birdie pun on the
par-5 15th, missed another birdie
pun for 12 feet on the next hole
and only stayed in the game by
saving par on the 17th with a 10·
foot putt.
O'Meara never wavered,
expressionless as he walked down
the fairway - always a safe place
to be at Birkdale. He birdied the
15th from 5 feet and made twoputt pars the rest of the way.
Watts' last hope was to hole a
bunker shot at No.· 18. but he
shook his head as soon as the ball
emerged from a splash of sand
and scurried 20 feet past the hole.
Watts two-putted for bogey, his
first on any of the last six
holes over the four rounds of the
tournament.

• Jerry Higginbotham
O'Meara's caddie

"I knew I had to hole th
bunker shot to have any chance,"
Watts said. "If you would hav
told me at the beginning of this
week that I'd be in position t
win the Open championship, I
wouldn't have believed you. I'm
still proud of myself."
O'Meara won $520,000 for the
victory, his 23rd worldwide in a
career that is just now starting to
blossom. Wans won $329,000 ~
second, which should be good
enough to qualify for the PGA
Tour next year.
Only a stiff breeze blew i
from the Irish Sea, although ·
came in a different direction
made the final two holes play ·
the wind. That didn't keep W
Woods and Rose from sendi
the gallery into a near frenzy,
each shot more stunning than
one before.
First it was Woods, pumpi
his fist in rapid-fire succession
with each of his three birdies ov
the final four holes. Needing
birdie on No. 18 to tie for the I
at 1 over, he rammed home a
footer and let out a roar.
''Unfortunately, it wasn't g
enough," Woods said after his
best finish in a major since
won the Masters last year.
came Rose, his innocent smile
sweet as the name implie
Impervious to the pressure
being an amateur mixing it
with best in the world, he holed
wedge on No. 18 from 45 y
away in the nasty rough for a
that put him at 2-over 282.

